Isabelle has been working as a curriculum consultant for the Provincial Organization of Continuing Education Directors (PROCEDE) over the last 3
years, providing training sessions and developing teacher competencies on a renewed curriculum for English Language Art and Social Studies
subjects. Her main responsibilities consist of designing and facilitating professional development activities that allow teachers to analyze course
concepts and practices the Ministry’s evaluation procedures.
Isabelle provided the teachers with training and information increasing the capacity of our teachers in AGE. She insured the implementation of the
DBE in all of our AGE centres. She communicated often with the ministry to inform them of our needs in AGE and share the MEQ news with the
network.In the last year of her mandate, she adapted all her training online with collaboration with RECIT and EPC.
Her role as a curriculum consultant was to support teachers, educational consultants, and centre-directors from the nine English school boards with
the interpretation and implementation of the Quebec Education Program for English and Social Studies.
Isabelle made her mark at different level of expertise in AGE renewal implementation; be it at the Ministry level, or with les Après-Cours FGA, her
expertise shared with the First Nations Adult Education School Council was welcomed and recognized. Her workshops made a great impact.
Isabelle is a self-learner and she has demonstrated over the years her autonomous abilities to create on many different platforms using diverse
technology skills. She is confident and a risk taker, she is not afraid to speak her mind and share her opinion based on facts and research.
Isabelle is always looking for ways to enrich the communication between partners in education. Last year, Isabelle also worked with Carolyn Murphy
from the University of Sherbrooke. Her involvement was to create material for the English students/VT teachers to increase their language proficiency
and augment their chance of success.
Isabelle works continuously at providing quality education by providing accurate information to maximize success. She has great organization skills
and is a confident and clear speaker and presenter. She is a hard worker who gets the work done efficiently and looks for innovative practice to
enhance the experience of the learners.
On behalf of Procede, thank you Isabelle for your contribution in adult educational and vocational training and your dedication to make our sector
grow.
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